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Abstract 

In this article, the modular multilevel converter 
based dc transformer (MMC-DCT) is proposed, which 
is constructed by modular multilevel arms, a trans-
former, and diode valves. Compared with other prom-
ising dc transformers, MMC-DCT can achieve high 
step-up ratio with MW level power transmission via 
intermediate medium-frequency transformer. The cir-
culating current is reshaped into the trapezoidal wave 
instead of conventional dc wave, so that the capacitor 
voltage ripple can be suppressed significantly. Fur-
thermore, by controlling three-phase currents of trans-
former into interleaved trapezoidal waves as well, 
smooth dc currents can be synthesized without bulky 
filters. The effectiveness is validated in simulation 
model and scaled-down laboratory prototype. 

1 Introduction 
With the increasing severe energy pressure, 

offshore wind power has been a major direction of 
renewable energy development due to steadier and 
stronger wind conditions than inland ones. In case of 
dc offshore wind farm, the dc transformer (DCT), the 
pivot for MVDC collection and HVDC transmission, 
remains several challenges, i.e., high voltage, large 
capacity, and high step-up ratio. To tackle the 
remaining hurdles, some academic scholars proposed 
MMC based DCTs relying on its flexible scalability and 
high  voltage wave controllability. Reference [1] 
proposes a structure of dc-dc converter paralleling 
MMC three-phase output through bulky filters, where 
part of sub-modules (SMs) can be exploited at both 
MVDC and HVDC sides. Through injecting high 
amplitude of ac voltage and circulating currents into 
MMC, power can transfer between arms so as to 
realize the capacitor charge balancing. On this basis, 
reference[2] enables this toplogy bidirectional fault 
blocking capability similar to a dc circuit breaker by the 
utilization of cascaded full-bridge SMs. However, the 
shortage of this topology is additional heavy inductors 
(hundreds of millihenry) or active filters are 
indispensable. Reference [3] proposes a conventional 
MMC based front-to-front converter (MMC-FTF), using 
an intermediate-frequency transformer connected 
between two MMCs for electrical isolation. This 
topology can easily satisfy the requirement of high 
voltage and large capacity due to MMC. However, 
numerous components lead to an unrealistic solution 

for dc offshore wind farm with unidirectional power 
demand. To reduce the component count, reference [4] 
proposes a unidirectional DCT consisting of MMC at 
MVDC side and diode rectifier at HVDC side, since 
both the quantity and cost of diodes are much lower 
than SMs. Owing to the high controllability of MMC, 
the transformer currents are controlled into sinusoidal 
waves, which also leads to the large SM capacitor size. 
Therefore, reference [5] proposes a square-wave 
voltage modulated for high-frequency (1kHz) modular 
multilevel DCT, where the size of passive components 
such as arm inductors and SM capacitors can be 
reduced. However, the dc side current harmonics of 
this topology are serious. To tackle this difficulty, a 
hybrid-cascaded DC-DC converter applying the 
trapezoidal-wave current modulation is proposed in 
reference [6], where smooth dc currnts can be 
maintained without extra filters. Since the lack of 
intermediate transformer, power is transferred entirely 
by three-phase arms, resulting in large SM capacitor 
size. In [7], a novel DCT (TLC-MMC) is proposed, 
combining two-level converters in parallel at  MVDC 
side and one MMC at HVDC side. But, the series 
connected IGCTs, employment of high insulation 
transformers and the large SM capacitor size would 
still be the concern. 

This paper proposes the MMC based dc transformer 
(MMC-DCT) with reshaped circulating current strategy, 
which presents the advantages of high step-up ratio, 
high power, electrical isolation and smooth dc currents 
without any extra filters. Furthermore, owing to the 
reshaped circulating current, MMC-DCT can realize 
low capacitor voltage ripple and low switching loss 
compared to conventional dc wave. 

2 Proposed MMC-DCT and          
Operation Principle 

2.1 Circuit Configuration  
As shown in Fig.1, the topology of MMC-DCT 

consists of three phase upper and lower arms (Apj and 
Anj) at MVDC side (j=a, b, c), one wye-wye connected 
1:n three-phase transformer and one rectifier bridge 
constructed by six diode valves (D1, D3, D5 and D2, D4, 
D6) at HVDC side. Each arm is formed by N identical 
half-bridge SMs. L and Lk are the arm inductance and 
transformer leakage inductance, respectively. UM, IM 

are the voltage and current of MVDC side; UH, IH are 
the voltage and current of HVDC side; upj, unj and ipj, inj 
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are the voltage and current of the upper and lower 
arm, respectively; ij is the primary current of 
transformer. 
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Fig. 1. Topology of the proposed MMC-DCT 

2.2 Operation Principle  
 The operation waveforms of the proposed MMC-

DCT are shown in Fig. 2. The arm voltage is designed 
as a two-level square wave, which assists in 
supporting the MVDC side voltage (UM), as shown in 
Fig.2.(a) and (b). Both reshaped circulating currents 
shown in Fig.2.(c) and transformer currents shown in 
Fig.2.(d) are controlled into interleaved trapeziodal but 
identical waves, taking turns to carry currents at 
MVDC and HVDC sides, respectively. Meanwhile, the 
currents of upper and lower arm, shown in Fig.2.(e) 
and (f), exist a period of zero-current time (Tz) during 
each operation cycle (Th), so that the switching loss 
can be reduced.  

Applying Kirchhoff’s law in Fig. 1, the basic circuit 
equations of voltage and current can be obtained:  
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where uoj is the output voltage of phase j. Hence, 
based on Eq. (1), it is concluded that: 
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where ucomj and udiffj are the common mode and differ-
ential mode components of arm voltage in phase j, 
respectively. It can be seen from Eq. (2) that ucomj con-
trols the circulating current icj while udiffj controls the 
transformer current ij. Each operation cycle is com-
posed of six holding stages (I~VI) as well as six hold-
ing stages (Ic~VIc). At the end of each holding stage, a 
commutation stage is followed, so as to avoid trans-
former saturation. The detailed analysis of operation 
stages is presented as follows. 

Holding stage (III): The corresponding circuit is 
shown in Fig.2.(g), where phase a and phase c at 
MVDC side, D1 and D2 are in on-state. The MVDC 
current (IM) is shared by two phases equally, which 

means ica=icc=IM/2 and icb=0, respectively. Meanwhile, 
transformer currents of phase a and phase c are equal 
but opposite, i.e., ia=-ic=nIH, whereas the current of 
phase b (ib) remains zero. As a result, the SMs within 
phase b realize zero-current switching (ZCS) due to 
ipb=inb=0. To get ready for the commutation stage, the 
voltage of Apb (upb) gradually rises to UM/2+UH/2n, 
while the voltage of Anb (unb) drops to UM/2-UH/2n. 
During above process, SMs are switched one by one 
to avoid spike current causing by excessive du/dt. 

Commutation stage (IIIc): As shown in Fig.2.(h), the 
circulating currents commutate linearly between two 
phases, as do transformer currents. As for the former, 
by adjusting ucoma and ucomb to UM/2+Ucom and UM/2-
Ucom respectively, arm inductors of phase a and phase 
b withstand opposite voltage Ucom. Therefore, ica falls 
linearly from IM/2 to 0, whereas icb rises from 0 to IM/2 
with the same rate so as to ensure the continuous dc 
current IM. Similarly, the latter carries out commutation 
through both udiffa and udiffb, where udiffa=UH/2n-Udiff and 
udiffb=UH/2n+Udiff. Hence, the arm inductor and the 
transformer leakage inductor of phase a share the Udiff, 
whereas phase b is opposite. As a result, ia falls and ib 
rises linearly to maintain continuous dc current IH. 
Meanwhile, the voltage of ucomc and udiffc should be 
kept as UM/2 and UH/2n respectively, so that ica and ic 
is not affected within the commutation time Tc. Due to 
symmetry of waveforms, the analysis of the other 
stages is not repeated here. 

Through above analysis, MMC-DCT repeats the 
holding stage and the commutation stage in coordina-
tion with three-phase arms to maintain stable opera-
tion. Considering only the charging process of SM 
capacitor in each operation cycle, the capacitor volt-
age ripple ∆Uc for MMC-DCT can be obtained: 
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where m, the modulation ratio, is equal to the ration of 
UH/2n and UM/2; P is the transferred power of MMC-
DCT; UC and CSM are the rated voltage and capaci-
tance of SM capacitor, respectively; fh is the operation 
frequency. According to Eq. (3), the capacitor voltage 
ripple can be decreased to nearly zero at the high m 
because of the reshaped circulating current. 

3 Parameter Design  
The parameters of MMC-DCT mainly contain the 

number of SMs per arm N and passive components. 
Firstly, the sum voltage of all SM capacitors within one 
arm should be higher than the maximum arm voltage. 
Hence, the number of SMs required for each arm can 
be given as: 
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Fig. 2. Principle waveforms of the MMC-DCT. (a) Upper arm voltages. (b) Lower arm voltages. (c) Transformer 
currents. (d) Circulating currents. (e) Upper arm currents. (f) Lower arm currents. (g) Equivalent circuit corre-
sponding to stage III. (h) Equivalent circuit corresponding to stage IIIc. 
where UC is determined based on the voltage level of 
power devices; Ucom and Udiff are usually designed as 
the 5%~10% UM. Besides, each SM capacitor is typi-
cally designed to tolerate the allowable voltage ripple 
∆UC,max. According to Eq. (3), the SM capacitance CSM 
can be derived: 
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The design of arm inductance L and transformer leak-
age inductance Lk needs to take both commutation 

voltage Ucom, Udiff and dc current ripple into considera-
tion. The higher inductance results in higher Ucom, Udiff, 
while the lower inductance results in higher dc current 
ripple. Hence, the range of inductance is:  
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where εi is the relative dc current ripple; fs is the SM 
switching frequency. 



4 Simulation and Experimental 
Results 

A simulation of 50MW MMC-DCT converting 50kV 
to 400kV is built and emulated in Matlab/Simulink. 
There are 30 SMs per arm and the rated capacitor 
voltage is 1.67kV. The operation frequency fh is 150 
Hz. More detailed simulation parameters are shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 Simulation parameters 
Parameters Simulation 

Rated power P 50MW 
MVDC voltage UM 50kV 
HVDC voltage UH 400kV 

SM number per arm N 30 
SM capacitance CSM 3.25mF 

SM capacitor voltage Uc 1.67kV 
Transformer ratio n 10 

Leakage inductance Lk 0.5mH 
Arm inductance L 1mH 

Commutation time Tc 0.56ms 
Operation frequency fh 150Hz 

Fig. 3. shows the steady-state simulation waveforms 
of MMC-DCT where uc1~uc6 are the average SM 
capacitor voltage within each arm, respectively. As 
shown in Fig.3.(a), the dc currents at both MVDC and 
HVDC side are smooth, with the value of 1kA (IM) and 
1.25kA (IH), respectively. During the holding stage III, 
only two phases at MVDC side are in on-state. The 
circulating currents shown in Fig.3.(b) and transformer 
currents shown in Fig.3.(c) keep constant where 
ica=icc=500A (IM/2) and ia=-ic=1250A (nIH). Besides, as 
shown in Fig.3.(d) and (e), the SMs within phase b are 
switched with ZCS due to ipb=inb=0 and du/dt stress is 
limited during upb and unb ramping down and up 
process depicted in Fig.3.(f) and (g). For the 
commutation stage IIIc, phase a and phase b 
commutate linearly and phase c holds as constant, 
where the commutation voltage Ucom and Udiff are 
designed as 0.9kV and 2.25kV respectively. As shown 
in Fig.3.(h), the average SM capacitor voltage within 
each arm are well balanced at 1.67kV (UC). The 
relevant capacitor voltage ripple is kept as 77.4V, 
which is coincident with the theoretical analysis based 
on Eq. (3). 

As shown in Fig. 4, a downscaled MMC-DCT   
prototype rated at 200V/400V, 2kW is bulit and tested 
to further verify effectiveness of the abovementioned 
analysis. The prototype includes power circuit with its 
main controller using a TMS320F28377D DSP plus 
two EP3C25Q240, EP3C10E144C8N FPGA. There 
are six SMs per arm and the selected SM capacitor is 

 
Fig. 3. Simulation results of the MMC-DCT: (a) 
Currents and voltages of two dc sides. (b) Transformer 
currents. (c) Circulating currents. (d) Upper arm 
currents. (e) Lower arm currents. (f) Upper arm 
voltages. (g) Lower arm voltages. (h) SM capacitor 
voltages of reshaped circulating current. 
composed of three LGG2G102MELC50 electrolytic 
capacitors (0.1mF) in parallel to enhance its current 
tolerance. The 1KW30N60T (600V) IGBTs are 
employed in the SMs of MVDC side, whereas the 
DD100N16S diodes (1600V) are adopted forming the 
rectifier bridge of HVDC side. Three single-phase 
transformers with n=3 are used in Y-Y connections. 
More experimental parameters are listed in Table II. 
Experimental results as depicted in Fig.5 is consistent  



Table 2 Experimental parameters 
Parameters Experiment 

Rated power P 2kW 
VDC voltage UM 200V 

HVDC voltage UH 400V 
SM number per arm N 6 
SM capacitance CSM 0.3mF 

SM capacitor voltage Uc 33.3V 
Transformer ratio n 3 

Leakage inductance Lk 0.1mH 
Arm inductance L 1mH 

Commutation time Tc 0.75ms 
Operation frequency fh 150Hz 

Phase-a

Phase-b

Phase-c

MMC upper arms MMC lower arms

Controller

Rectifier bridge

Arm inductance 

Three-phase transformer

Fig. 4. Experimental prototype. 
with simulation results. However, due to the limited 
number of SMs per arm, the arm voltage disturbance 
caused by SMs switching can not be neglected. 
Hence, the currents shown from Fig.5.(a) to (e) are not 
ideal waves, which exist some switching-frequency 
harmonics. In addition, as shown in Fig.5.(c), there are 
certain visible fluctuations in three-phase circulating 
currents due to the effect of energy balance between 
the upper and lower arms. 

5 Discussions 
The circulating current mainly affects SM capacitor 

voltage ripple, which determines the SM capacitance  

 
Fig. 5. Experimental results of the MMC-DCT: (a) 
Currents and voltages of two dc sides. (b) Transformer 
currents. (c) Circulating currents. (d) Upper arm 
currents. (e) Lower arm currents. (f) Upper arm 
voltages. (g) Lower arm voltages. (h) SM capacitor 
voltages of reshaped circulating current. 
as well as the cost and volume of whole converter 
system. The conventional circulating current is usually 
designed as dc wave with the amplitude of IM/3. The 
corresponding SM capacitor voltage ripple can be 
derived as: 
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Hence, according to Eq. (3) and (7), comparison be-
tween two type circulating currents regarding the volt-
age ripple normalized to P/(6NUCCSMfh) is shown in 
Fig. 6, where the commutation time Tc is selected as 
0.56 ms same as the simulation. As can be seen, the 
voltage ripple of reshaped circulating current is much 
lower than that of conventional dc circulating current, 
especially when the modulation ratio m is higher than 
0.8, it can be reduced by at least 50%. Therefore, it 
confirmed that the reshaped circulating current can 
significantly suppress the SM capacitor voltage ripple 
compared to the conventional dc circulating current. 
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Fig. 6. Comparsion of normalized voltage ripple 
between conventional dc circulating current and 
reshaped circulating current. 

6 Conclusions 
In this paper, the MMC-DCT with reshaped circulat-

ing current is presented for the dc offshore wind farms, 
which aims to achieve MVDC collection and HVDC 
transmission. Smooth dc currents can be obtained in 
the arrangement of three-phase arms without any 
extra filters. Compared with the conventional dc circu-
lating current, the SM capacitor voltage ripple can be 
decreased to nearly zero at the high modulation ratio 
and the switching loss of power devices within SMs 
can be reduced as well. Simulation and experimental 
results verify the effectiveness of the proposed re-
shaped circulating current strategy. 
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